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Kennedy heads
to Washington
USU’s former Vice President for Federal
and State Relations, Michael Kennedy, will
join Sen. Orrin Hatch as new chief of staff
By DAN SMITH
staff writer

Former Vice President for Federal and State
Relations Michael Kennedy cleaned out his
desk last week and said farewell to Utah
State University. Kennedy boarded a plane to
Washington, D.C. on Tuesday night to join
Sen. Orrin Hatch as his new chief of staff.
“It’s very, very difficult to leave,” Kennedy
said. “The opportunity to work so closely to
such an important senator, the longest-serving Republican in the United States Senate
... is also an opportunity I felt like I couldn’t
pass up.”
Kennedy said he received a phone call
about a week ago from the senator, who
offered Kennedy the job. Hatch’s former Chief
of Staff, Jace Johnson, recently took a job elsewhere.
“Sen. Hatch is delighted that Michael
Kennedy has agreed to serve as his chief
of staff,” said Hatch spokesperson Heather
Barney. “Michael brings a wealth of experience to this new role and will be a great asset

to the senator’s organization.”
Kennedy said University President Stan
Albrecht is moving quickly to find a replacement for him. They will have to orient
themselves with university initiatives for the
upcoming legislative session in January.
A few names have been discussed, and
Kennedy said he is confident there are several
people that would be capable of fitting in with
Albrecht’s team-oriented style of leadership.
“It’s a big job and a critical one for our university, as a major research institution,” said
John DeVilbiss, executive director for public
relations and marketing at USU. Kennedy’s
replacement will be “a person with strong
state and federal ties who will help us continue to build networks and relationships ...
for state and federal funding.”
Kennedy, a Utah native raised in Salt Lake
City, said he attended Harvard University and
received a bachelor’s degree in government.
He completed an internship in Washington,
D.C., with Bennett.
He said he considered going to law school,
but instead, he took a job in Washington,

MICHAEL KENNEDY, PICTURED HERE with his wife, Natalie, left USU to work with Sen.
Orrin Hatch as his new chief of staff. photo courtesy USU Media Relations

D.C. as director of legislative affairs for a lobAlbrecht approached Kennedy and used
bying firm for various Utah interests. Utah
his leadership skills and charisma to convince
State University was one of the clients.
him to come back to Utah to work at USU,
Being that I grew up in Salt Lake and
Kennedy said. In November 2007, he made
didn’t get to Logan that much, I didn’t really
the move and pioneered the newly-formed
know much about
position, vice president of state and fedLogan or USU,” Kennedy
eral relations.
“President
said.
He said his predecessor for univerAlbrecht is the
Despite not knowsity state lobbying retired after 30 years
ing much about Logan, kind of guy I
and that is when Albrecht decided to
Kennedy said he was
would follow into combine federal and state roles. Putting
interested in workthe federal portfolio in the hands of
battle ... that
ing at the university
kind of a leader” Kennedy would lighten the load for the
because of what he had
vice president of research, which he
Michael Kennedy, said was a tough job to begin with.
come to know about
them through his job in Federal State Relations
“The federal portfolio is kind of a
Washington.
big ask for any vice president to do,”
“I was in D.C., for
Kennedy said. “So, the president, he
those seven years, and worked for the uniwanted to form a comprehensive government
versity and found out all the cool research
relations approach and combine the two
stuff that the university was getting funded
together.”
through the federal government and from the
- See SENATE, page 3
work that I did,” Kennedy said.

Textbook translation will increase quality of education
By KAYLA HALL
staff writer

Utah State University professor and research scientist
Vonda Norma Jump helps Early Childhood Education Arabic
students and professors by facilitating the translation of a
widely-used textbook.
Jump said she saw a research opportunity in joining the
“Strengthening Early Childhood Education in Jordan” project.
With her own credentials and the help of colleagues, she was
selected for the project and received funding.

One of Jump’s main goals and accomplishments while
working with this project was obtaining translation rights
from the publisher, the National Association for the
Education of Young Children, to translate the textbook
“Developmentally Appropriate Practice” into Arabic.
The affects of translating this book into Arabic are farreaching. Jump said in Arabic-speaking universities there
are few written materials for the students to learn from,
meaning the majority of their education comes from word of
mouth. This form of education can miss key information that
students need in order to become effective early childhood

Professors discuss balance of power
By BENJAMIN WOOD
editor in chief

Michael Lyons and Damon Cann, professors in the department of political science, spoke to students Wednesday about
the aftermath of the 2010 midterm elections and what to expect from the government over the next two years.
Lyons spoke first, focusing
on the shift of power in congress
that occurred following this year’s
elections. He said historically, voters tend to distrust a single party
holding both the white house and
congress – as the Democrats have

since the 2008 election – and the Republican
takeover of the House of Representatives follows
a pattern of establishing balance in the federal
government.
“We have come to distrust
both parties so much,” Lyons
said.
Even though split-party
control of congress can
often lead to a legislative stalemate, Lyons
said voters feel more
comfortable with a
division in power.
“It just makes us

- See VOTE, page 3
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education teachers. Having this book available in Arabic will
increase the students’ effectiveness in understanding and
helping children.
According to the NAEYC, “‘Developmentally Appropriate
Practice’ is a framework of principles and guidelines for best
practice in the care and education of young children, birth
through age 8. It is grounded both in the research on how
young children develop and learn and in what is known about
education effectiveness. The principles and guidelines out-

- See TRANSLATION , page 4

USU honors
Veterans Day
By ARIANNA REES
staff writer

John Kimball, a senior at Utah State University, told those
present at Thursday’s Veterans Day Ceremony that he is serving
in the military because “it is the right thing to do. The best thing
you can do to honor what someone else has done is to follow in
their footsteps.”
Kimball was accompanied by vocal performances from local
schools, a routine by USU’s Swing Club, and remarks from Iwo
Jima survivor Loyd Lewis. Kyle Boes, the Veterans Day ceremony
committee chairman and a veteran of the United States Air Force
said the goal of the program was to remind everyone of the stories and sacrifices of the veterans.
There are 300-400 veterans on campus, Boes said, and many
of them experienced the horrors of war firsthand. Dallas Nutt, a
Marine Corps Combat Veteran of Operation Iraqi Freedom who

- See MARINE, page 4
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ClarifyCorrect
A photo in Monday’s paper was
mislabeled. The photo in the article
about Michael Swaner was a picture
of Swaner’s father and three brothers.

Nat’lBriefs
New evidence found in
NC missing girl case
HICKORY, N.C. (AP) – Police are
saying they have discovered new evidence in the case of a missing disabled
North Carolina girl, but authorities
are being tightlipped about what they
have found.
The Hickory Police Department
said Thursday that detailing the evidence may jeopardize their investigation.
Ten-year-old Zahra Baker has been
missing since Oct. 9. Authorities think
she is dead.
Police have found her artificial left
leg and are also testing a bone to see if
it belongs to her.
Zahra’s stepmother, Elisa Baker,
has been charged with obstruction of
justice. Police say she admitted writing a bogus ransom note found after
a fire was reported in the family’s
backyard the day Zahra was reported
missing.

Idaho burglary
suspect found at bar
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) – Police
say it didn’t take them long to locate
an Idaho man suspected in the robbery of a Cedars Inn.
Lewiston police say 40-year-old
Donald Mosley Jr. was arrested less
than 15 minutes after he walked into
the hotel and demanded cash from
the desk clerk late Wednesday.
Police found Mosley at The Alibi,
a bar located next to the hotel. Mosley
was booked into the Nez Perce
County Jail early Thursday and faces
possible felony robbery charges.
The Lewiston Tribune reports this
is the second time Mosley has been
arrested in recent weeks.
In late October, police say he
called in a fake fire report from a pay
phone after he was declined a cup of
coffee at a Lewiston fire station.

G-20 nations gather at economic summit
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
broader compromises.
– The world’s economies stand on
Obama suggested the global
the brink of a trade war as leadeconomy will function best when
ers of rich and emerging nations
countries let the markets set the
gather in Seoul.
value of their currencies, rather
A dispute over whether China
than trying to rig them. His mesand the United States are manipusage was aimed mainly at China,
lating their currencies is threatenwhose trade surplus with the U.S.
ing to resurrect destructive proexceeds that of any other trading
tectionist policies like those that
partner. Obama wants Chinese
worsened the Great Depression.
companies to sell more to their
The biggest fear is that trade barown consumers, rather than rely
riers will send the global economy
so much on the U.S. and others to
back into recession.
buy low-priced Chinese goods.
Hopes had been high that the
President Hu Jintao assured
Group of 20 could be a forum to
Obama on Thursday that China
forge a lasting global economic
has an unswerving commitment
recovery. Yet so far, G-20 counto pressing ahead with currency
tries haven’t agreed on an agenda,
reform, said Ma Zhaoxu, spokeslet alone solutions to the problems
man for the Chinese delegation.
that divide them.
But China doesn’t want to
The delegates have clashed in
discuss its trade or currency
particular over the value of their
conflicts with the U.S. in an interBARACK OBAMA arrives for the G-20 working dinner at the National Museum
currencies. Some countries, like PRESIDENT
national
forum like the G-20, said
of Korea in Seoul, South Korea, Thursday. AP photo
the United States, want China to
Yu Jianhua, director general of
But they’re finding no common ground da Silva, warned that the world would
let the value of its currency, the
the Department of International
on how to address a global economy
go “bankrupt” if rich countries reduced Trade and Economic Affairs in the
yuan, rise. That would make Chinese
that’s long been nourished by huge U.S. their consumption and tried to export
exports costlier abroad and make U.S.
Commerce Ministry.
imports cheaper for the Chinese to buy. trade deficits with China, Germany and their way to prosperity.
China and Taiwan this week
A failure to agree on currency and
It would shrink the United States’ trade Japan.
announced plans to restrict how much
Exports to the United States powtrade in Seoul could intensify countries’ foreign money moves into their mardeficit with China, which is on track
ered those countries’ economies for
efforts to rig their currencies to gain an kets. At the same time, a U.S. proposal
this year to match its 2008 record of
years. But they’ve also produced enoradvantage.
$268 billion.
to limit trade surpluses and deficits to 4
“We can put people watching this
But other countries are irate over the mous trade gaps for the U.S. because
percent of a country’s economy has run
Americans consume far more in forsummit at ease by reaching a concrete
Federal Reserve’s plans to pump $600
into resistance.
eign goods and services than they sell
agreement that takes a step forward,”
billion into the American economy.
“Targets are neither economiabroad.
South Korean President Lee Myung-bak cally appropriate or appropriate from
They see that move as a reckless and
President Barack Obama told fellow said.
selfish scheme to flood markets with
a financial perspective,” German
leaders that the U.S. cannot just keep
But Lee was unable to announce
dollars.
Chancellor Angela Merkel said. “What’s
borrowing lavishly and sending its
a long-stalled free-trade deal with
For now, the G-20 countries are
important is that we don’t resort to promoney overseas.
Obama. That impasse between two
expected to agree on noncontroversial
tectionist measures.”
Brazil’s president, Luiz Inacio Lula
close allies didn’t bode well for any
issues, like an anti-corruption initiative.

Democrats pressing Pelosi to step aside
WASHINGTON (AP) – In a fresh
sign of turmoil among defeated
Democrats, a growing number of
the rank and file say they won’t support House Speaker Nancy Pelosi in
a politically symbolic roll call when
the new Congress meets in January.
“The reality is that she is politically toxic,” said Illinois Rep. Mike
Quigley, one of several Democrats
who are trying to pressure Pelosi to
step aside as her party’s leader in the
wake of historic election losses to
Republicans last week.

Travelers disembark
‘nightmare’ cruise
SAN DIEGO (AP) – A Carnival
cruise official says the unloading of
passengers from the company’s disabled ship Splendor is going better
than expected.
Senior Vice President Jim Berra
says 2,500 passengers have disembarked since the ship was towed into
San Diego Bay Thursday morning.
The Splendor was carrying nearly
3,300 passengers and more than
1,100 crew members when an engine
room fire disabled it off Mexico’s
Pacific coast on Monday.
Berra says the ship may be able to
be repaired in San Diego and return
to its base in Long Beach by Monday.
Carnival has canceled Splendor’s
next cruise, which was scheduled to
depart Sunday.

LateNiteHumor
Top 10 Things You Don’t Want To
Hear While Stranded On A Cruise
Ship – Wednesday, Nov. 10
10. “You folks up for a 130-mile
swim?”
9. “Psst, I’ve been stockpiling dinner
mints in my pants.”
8. “The Scurvy Support Group will
meet at 11 a.m. on the Promenade
Deck.”
7. “Our best hope right now?
Aquaman.”
6. “Nice honeymoon.”
5. “Giant squid!”
4. “Shecky and Leonard Maltin are
fighting over the last piece of garlic
bread.”
3. “Tips are still appreciated.”
2. “The Regis Philbin Lounge Show
will go on as planned.”
1. “Is that the Coast Guard or Somali
pirates?”

HOUSE SPEAKER NANCY
PELOSI walks through Statuary Hall, on
Capitol Hill in Washington Wednesday.
AP photo

Pelosi startled many Democrats with
a quick postelection announcement
that she would run for minority leader. She has yet to draw an opponent
for the post.
There’s “starting to be a sense that
this may not be as much of a done
deal as people might have thought,”
Rep. Jason Altmire said of Pelosi’s
quest to remain the top Democrat.
“If enough people come out and
voice a little discomfort with the
idea of her continuing on, maybe
she would reconsider,” said the
Pennsylvanian, one of a handful of
Democrats who said he won’t cast a
ceremonial vote for her.
The election of a party leader
occurs behind closed doors. One
member of each party is typically
nominated, and each lawmaker is
then called by name to stand and
declare a choice.
Defections from party discipline
are rare in such circumstances, but
several Democrats said they would
not support Pelosi.
Despite the criticism, one prominent ally, Rep. George Miller of
California, said Wednesday night
that Pelosi enjoys the support of the
“overwhelming number of members
of the caucus” for a new term as
party leader.
Pelosi’s spokesman, Brendan

Daly, added that the speaker has
strong support throughout the
caucus and “is grateful for the confidence that her colleagues have placed
in her to become House Democratic
leader.”
Most of the Democrats who say
they would not support Pelosi are
moderates from conservative districts who have toiled to distinguish
themselves from their liberal leader.
“You would find an unusual
number of people not voting for the
nominee of their party” if Pelosi were
the choice, said Rep. Jim Matheson of
Utah.
“There’s a growing number of
people in the caucus saying, ‘Why’s
she running for minority leader in
the first place?’ We just got thumped
in this election in a major way, and
to act like we can just go back and
do the same thing over again. It just
seems like a very obvious situation
when change is called for,” Matheson
said.
Rep. Mike Ross, D-Ark., strongly
suggested as much in a statement
in which he said he wouldn’t back
Pelosi “for House Democratic leader
or any other leadership position in
the Congress.”
Democrats lost at least 60 seats in
last week’s elections, with a handful
of races yet to be settled. Many of

the defeats came in conservative or
swing districts.
The prospect of substantial
Democratic defections from Pelosi
on the first day of the new Congress
comes amid a heated debate about
the party’s future. Many liberals
assert Democrats must reinvigorate
core supporters by refusing to compromise with Republicans on key
principles, while centrists argue they
must tack to the middle to win over
independent voters.
Her decision to seek a new term
as party leader has also set off a
messy struggle between Rep. Steny
Hoyer of Maryland, currently the No.
2 Democrat, and Rep. James Clyburn
of South Carolina, the current No. 3.
Hoyer is widely viewed as the
voice of moderate Democrats in
leadership, although his list of public
supporters includes powerful liberals. Clyburn is the most powerful
African-American in Congress.
Other Democrats, eager for a
smooth transition, note that if Pelosi
were to withdraw, it would avoid a
face-off between Hoyer and Clyburn.
“It’s still in play,” Matheson said.
But, he added, “without an alternative stepping up and saying, ‘Vote for
me instead,’ it makes it a little more
difficult.”

AWOL soldier returns on Veterans Day
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) – AWOL soldier
Jeff Hanks said he walked away from the Army
in the middle of a deployment to Afghanistan
because his problems with anxiety and stress
from combat have been ignored. On Veterans
Day, he returned to face the consequences.
The 30-year-old Army infantryman said he
has suffered post-traumatic stress disorder since
his 2008 tour in Iraq. He tried to seek treatment
at Fort Campbell, Ky., last month during his
mid-tour leave from Afghanistan. He said when
his commanders failed to help and told him he
would have to immediately go back, he instead
went home to North Carolina.
The specialist could face less-than-honorable discharge or jail after turning himself in
Thursday at Fort Campbell.
“All I wanted was to be treated. Going AWOL
is not what I wanted to do,” Hanks told reporters outside the gates of the Army post. He
choked up when he talked about how his actions
might affect his daughters, ages 5 and 3. “I am
nervous but I’m ready to accept anything.”
Hanks said in an interview before he left
his home in White Lake, N.C., that he chose to
return on Veterans Day because he didn’t want
to exceed 30 days of being AWOL and face the

more serious charge of desertion.
Hanks’ unit command has discretion over
what happens now, but Hanks could face a
court-martial and jail time if convicted, Fort
Campbell spokesman Rick Rzepka said.
“AWOL and desertion is a self-centered act,”
Rzepka said. “It doesn’t only affect the soldier,
but in a time of war puts other soldiers at risk.”
Hanks said he understands that his actions
could be considered disrespectful to other veterans, but said the military would continue to see
high rates of suicide and substance abuse if it
ignores soldiers’ mental health problems.
Hanks is a member of the 101st Airborne
Division, which has been deployed numerous
times to Iraq and Afghanistan. He said his
PTSD dates to his 2008 deployment to Iraq.
“I have had a lot of bad dreams, just reliving
it all,” he said.
During his leave from his most recent
deployment to Afghanistan, his family urged
him to get help, but he told them he wanted to
wait until he finished his deployment. As he was
saying goodbye to his wife in the airport, a loud
noise set off a panic attack and he had to be
treated at an emergency room.
He returned to Fort Campbell to seek behav-

ioral health treatment, but when he was referred
for a meeting with a therapist, he said he was
told by his commanders that they wanted him
medically cleared to return to Afghanistan the
next day. He spoke to a therapist for less than
two minutes and was instructed to get marriage
counseling when he came back.
Medical staff base their recommendations
for deployment on the soldiers’ conditions
and their ability to perform duties safely, said
Laura Boyd, a spokeswoman for Fort Campbell’s
Hospital.
He said he thought about seeking treatment
when he returned from Iraq but was concerned
about how his fellow soldiers would react.
Hanks deployed to Afghanistan in May. He
said he showed signs of a concussion and still
suffers headaches after a mortar landed near
him in August and he can’t forget the sound of
wounded soldiers screaming in agony as they
waited for a medical evacuation.
“I know not getting on a plane to
Afghanistan would have its consequences, but I
felt like I had to do it because they have pushed
me into a corner,” he said. “My health and my
family is more important to me than anything.”
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Senate: Prospective building projects are in the future
-continued from page 1

Briefs
Campus & Community

Now that Kennedy is back in Washington, D.C.
after spending three years at USU, he said he has
high hopes for the university’s future.
In my new job, I hope to continue, frankly, to
help the university from the federal side and do
everything we can to be beneficial to USU and to
the entire system of higher education.
He said President Albrecht is a unique leader
who focuses on his team and the university as a
whole. Which he said is evident in the success of
the university.
“President Albrecht is the kind of guy I would
follow into battle,” he said, “that kind of inspiring

of a leader.”
The university is going in a great direction
from a government relations standpoint, he said.
There are several prospective state-funded building projects in the near future.
“There are a lot of exciting things on the
horizon, on the state level, putting in some new
buildings and hopefully some salary increases for
employees at USU,” Kennedy said. “Especially for
our faculty, as we go forward in our next sessions,
if the budget scenario improves.”
He said the university is currently doing close
to $2 million in federal research, and lauded

professors and the vice president of research for
going after competitive grants.
“It’s great to be joining an office where there
is that commitment to the citizens of Utah, and
to be able to continue to contribute to my home
and the people of my home, where my heart is,
frankly,” Kennedy said.
DeVilbiss said the university faculty is sad to
see him go, but they understand how great an
opportunity it is for Kennedy and his wife.

Posters on the Hill
applications due

In April 2011, the Council on
Undergraduate Research (CUR) will
host its 15th annual undergraduate
poster session on Capitol Hill.
This event will help members
of Congress understand the impor– dan.whitney.smith@aggiemail.usu.edu tance of undergraduate research by
talking directly with the students
whom these programs impact.
Abstract submissions will only be
accepted by using the online submission form. For more information,
and the link to submit an application, please visit: http://www.cur.
org/pohcall.html .
Prior to submitting the form,
students should gather the contact
information for all co-authors, advisors and sponsors (if applicable),
prepare a short vitae/resume, and
poster abstract. The deadline for
submissions is Nov. 15, 2010.

Podcast to feature Logan Canyon myths
By ROUCHELLE BROCKMAN
staff writer

The stories of Logan Canyon will
be told through a podcast series
from Stokes Nature Center in 2011.
The program will include 15 podcasts explaining the history and
lore of various Logan Canyon sites,
which participants can listen to
while at the locations.
“I haven’t seen most of the areas
she talked about in my time in
the canyon, so I think it would be
interesting to actually listen to the
story while at the sites,” said Kelly
Goonan, human dimensions of
ecosystem science and management
graduate student.
Elaine Thatcher, program coordinator of the Mountain West Center
for Regional Studies, gave a lecture
Thursday about the stories covered
by this program at the MerrillCazier Library.
“Telling stories gives you a
sense of place and makes you feel
you belong,” said Annalisa Paul,
director of operations at the Stokes
Nature center, “so many people in
the community are interested in
history. We wanted to find a compelling way to share these stories.”
Paul said the series could benefit
USU students both socially and academically.
Thatcher said Logan canyon was
supposedly named for Ephraim
Logan, a fur trapper from St. Louis.
She said there is another theory that
Logan canyon and city were named
after Omaha Native American
Logan Fontenelle, who had a friendly relationship with the LDS leadership of the time.
Thatcher also gave a history of
the nunnery. St. Anne’s Retreat,
formerly owned by the Catholic
Church, was a summer haven for
nun. Thatcher said there is no evidence of the common belief that
it was a retreat for pregnant nuns
or that a child was drowned there.
However, she acknowledged that in

1997 several teenagers trespassed
on the private nunnery grounds.
Guards captured these teenagers
and held them captive in an empty
swimming pool. The guards later
received criminal charges. Thatcher
attributed most of the legends about
the nunnery to “xenophobia.”
Thatcher then explained the
story of the Bear Lake Monster. She
said Paris, Idaho resident Thomas
Sleight claimed to have seen the
monster swimming at great speeds
and eating sheep and barbed wire.
Thatcher said witnesses described
the monster variously as brown,
green, hairy, and scaly. The sightings caused a panic and between
1868-70 gun sales “skyrocketed.”
Thatcher also told the story of
Old Ephraim, who was a supposedly a 9 feet, 11 inches tall grizzly
bear that preyed on sheep in Logan
Canyon. Frank Clark, a sheepherder,
killed the bear in 1923. Thatcher
said Clark described the bear’s roar
upon being trapped as an “awful
roar of mingled pain and misery.”
Clark then skinned and burned the
carcass. There is now a monument
constructed at the grave site.
While many assume Tony Grove
is given its name after a man named
Tony, Thatcher said this is not the
case. The Tony Grove area was
a very popular vacation spot for
wealthy Logan residents. Workers
in Logan canyon referred to these
“high-toned” vacationers as “tonies,” Thatcher said. This term resulted in the area’s current name.
The Utah Humanities Council
funded the podcast series. Paul said
podcasts and maps will be free to
the public.
“I’m not originally from this
area, so I thought this would be an
interesting way to connect with the
city,” Goonan said.

USU hosts Inventor
Portal Workshop
The Technology
Commercialization office at Utah
State University recently launched
the USU Inventor Portal. All USU
faculty and graduate students
are invited to attend the Inventor
Portal Workshop.
The worksop will be held
Wednesday, Nov. 16, at 4 p.m. in
the FACT Lab at the Merrill-Cazier
Library.
The electronic Inventor Portal
streamlines the submission process for disclosures and allows
inventors to view the status of
existing inventions from any webbrowser.
Additional dates and times will
be available as needed. Interested
parties may call Karen Boghossian
to schedule a private workshop for
their department: 435-797-9603 or
karen.boghossian@usu.edu.
For more information about
USU’s Inventor Portal and to
RSVP, visit the website.

USU Press creates
Monograph Series

– rouchellebrockman@gmail.com
ELAINE THATCHER LECTURED THURSDAY in the Merrill-Cazier
Library on stories about Logan Canyon. The stories will be made into Podcasts
in 2011. TODD JONES photo

Government: Voters were divided into groups based on religion
-continued from page 1

feel safer and more protected,” Lyons said. “At
the same time we claim to want change, we deadlock government.”
Lyons suggested many of the Democratic
Party’s struggles this election stemmed from the
Obama administration not learning from the
past, especially in regard to the recently-passed
health care bill. Voters, he said, are wary of legislation that represents sweeping and dramatic
change and interest groups were able to instill a
certain degree of fear.
“The American public is not receptive to
change, no matter how appealing that is as a
campaign slogan,” Lyons said.
After the 2008 election, Lyons said the
Democrats had an attitude of not wanting
to waste a crisis. In a similar way to how the
Republican Party used 9/11 to expand the war
against terrorism, the Democrats capitalized on
the recession to push through a dramatic overhaul of the health care system. In both examples,
Lyons said, the action proved deadly to the party.
“The Democratic Party is going to pay a heavy
price for health care reform,” Lyons said.
Following Lyons’ remarks, Cann spoke about
the Utah election results, drawing data from the
Utah Colleges Exit Poll. According to the data
presented, Utah Governor Gary Herbert lost
among independents. In most states, losing the
independent vote would cost a candidate the
election, but Cann said the overwhelmingly high
number of republicans in Utah diminished this
threat.
“Even if Herbert loses among independents
by a relatively small margin, it doesn’t matter,”
Cann said.
Through the exit polling, voters were divided
into groups based on religious activity. Herbert

won three-fourths of the votes from those identicent of Tea Partiers answered accurately.
fied as “very active” in their religions. On the
“They’re not saying ‘I don’t know,’ they’re sayother end of the scale, Herbert’s opponent Peter
ing ‘I do know’ and they’re wrong,” Cann said.
Carroon was able to pick up more votes among
Lyons described the data as “troubling,”
the less active and “don’t care to say” voters.
saying the Tea Party platform is built around
Cann said this division is
constitutionality and members
typical for elections.
“I see a serious risk of are generally eager to invoke the
“Utah politics isn’t difconstitution during debate. Later
something similar to
ferent from other states in
on, Lyons said he would not be
the Tea Party emerg- surprised to see a liberal counterthe trends that we see ...it’s
different because of the com- ing in the Democratic part to the Tea Party emerge.
position of the electorate,”
“I see a serious risk of someParty”
Cann said.
thing similar to the Tea Party
Michael Lyons emerging in the Democratic
Cann addressed the subject of the Tea Party, which
USU Professor Party,” Lyons said.
proved to be a significant
Following their remarks, pizza
force in this year’s political
was served to the roughly 30 stuclimate. Cann described the movement as unique dents in attendance and the floor was opened up
in that they represent a populist anti-governto questions from the audience. The professors
ment sentiment, but added their existence is not
were asked for their hypotheses on the Obama
unprecedented.
administration’s next moves, Obama’s re-election
“We’ve seen groups like this pop up from time odds in 2012, and the outlook for both parties
to time,” Cann said. “They tend to go away.”
heading into the next session of congress.
Cann said Utah represents an excellent venue
Both professors agreed Obama is likely to
for observing the Tea Party, in that 40 percent of
be re-elected to a second term in office, though
the state’s voters strongly approve or somewhat
Cann said attempting to judge presidential elecsupport the movement.
tion outcomes based on mid-term elections is
“That’s very high relative to most other
“dicey, dangerous business.”
states,” Cann said.
Lyons referred again to the division of power
Cann presented polling data that tested
and said voters will likely see Obama as less of
voters’ knowledge of the powers of congress
a threat now that the Republicans control the
enumerated in the Constitution. Voters were
house.
given congressional powers such as the ability to
borrow money on the credit of the United States
– b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu
and were asked if such an act was constitutional.
Generally speaking, members of the Tea Party
demonstrated a lesser knowledge of congress’
powers; for that particular question, only 19 per-

Utah State University press and
the Merrill-Cazier Library have
established a new monograph
book series for USU faculty. The
series is open to original manuscripts in any discipline that make
a significant contribution to their
respective fields. Submissions will
undergo a rigorous peer review
process and successful manuscripts will be published by USU
Press in an open access collection
hosted by Merrill-Cazier Library.
Richard Clement, dean of
libraries at Utah State University,
announced plans for the project.
“We are initiating an experiment to publish USU faculty
authors in all fields and disciplines
as open access electronic books,
freely available to the citizens of
Utah and the world,” Clement said.
USU Press is a department in
University Libraries and is led by
Michael Spooner, director.
“As the world grows ever more
digital, we believe this series will
be a unique and noteworthy innovation in scholarly publishing,” he
said.
Spooner has directed USU Press
for 17 years, and has overseen the
gradual incorporation of digital
technology into every dimension of
the department’s work.
Clement said the project can go
beyond the digital format.
“Of course, we recognize that
many authors and readers will
want their books in the traditional
package of paper and a binding,”
Clement said. “For those, we will
offer a print-on-demand feature
that will provide a traditional book
as well.”
USU faculty wishing to submit
a manuscript for the new USU
Digital Monographs Series should
visit the university press website,
www.usu.edu/usupress to see the
posted call for proposals.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Marine: Sacrifice of Veterans is remembered
-continued from page 1

A VETERANS DAY CEREMONY by was held Thursday that
included the Sing Club, a Iwo Jima survior and Veterans who spoke
about the pride of serving their country. ARMEN HOVSEPYAN photo

now studies geology at Utah State, said, “I was (in Iraq) for about
division of the U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs, which counsix months and was chosen to be a squad leader. As a result, I
sels veterans and their families for free. He said many times they
picked up Lance Corporal meritoriously and got sent to the secsee veterans with severe post-traumatic stress disorder due to the
ond Battalion seventh Marines in Twenty-nine Palms, the most
impact of war. Many experience sexual trauma, grief and bereavedreaded Marine Corps base in the nation.”
ment, a heightened sense of insecurity, dementia, substance
Nutt was stationed with his unit for one month until he was
abuse, loss of a job or of solid familial relationships, and other
deployed to the Al Anbar Province of Iraq where roadside bombs
physiological and physical disabilities.
were prevalent. He said they would
“We live in a world where we’re going
receive small arms fire, mortars, rockets “ I completed my mission.
to need a military,” he said. “Regrettably,
and the occasional mine, which would
they have to go through hardships to
often destroy the armor of their vehicles. None of my friends were
serve our country. That needs to be recThen deployed to Fallujah, Nutt and killed ... my best friend got hit ognized.”
from a very close range that
his squad faced the danger of “ghostNutt said, “I completed my mission.
like” insurgents and the discomfort of
None
of my Marines were killed. I had
nearly killed him ... but he
military life.
one
almost
lose a foot, and my best friend
isn’t bitter. Everyone would
“We didn’t get holidays, we slept on
got hit from an IED at very close range
horrible cots, we lost some of our closest proudly do it again if we had
that nearly killed him, left him without
to. That is what Marines do.” both his pinky fingers, scars all over his
friends and we did it knowing that the
next day we could die. I don’t think anybody, nerve damage, and post-traumatic
one in America other than veterans can
stress disorder but he isn’t bitter. He and
Dallas Nutt everyone else would proudly do it again
say that,” Nutt said.
Lewis, who touched on his experiMarine Corps Combat Veteran if we had to. That’s what Marines do, we
ences during the ceremony, spent five
fight so the unwilling and afraid don’t
days on Iwo Jima and was one of five in a
have to.”
company of around 250 men who made
Veterans Day should be a day when
it out alive. He survived a deadly mortar round and leapt on an
everyone remembers the sacrifices of the veterans, Boes said, and
enemy grenade to save seven of his fellow marines. He stood on a
they should also appreciate the freedoms that come from living in
foothill where he saw the infamous flag raised over Iwo Jima, and America.
he found the remains of his best friend, his brother Boyd, after a
Fingering the American flag and expressing his love of country
World War II-era mortar landed in a foxhole they shared.
with tears flowing down his face, Lewis said, “This Old Glory
“I saw life and death,” he said with tears in his eyes. But he
means the world to me. I love this old girl.”
later said, “I am proud to wear this uniform.”
Dave Brown is an employee of the Readjustment Counseling
– ariwrees@gmail.com

Translation: Project consists of three universities around the country
-continued from page 1
line practice that promotes
young children’s optimal
learning and development.”

USU’s Associate Vice
President for International
Research, DeeVon Bailey, was

Tickets On Sale Now
In Concert

one of the many supporters
of Jump’s involvement with
the project and translation
of the textbook.
“Vonda is one of a number of Utah State faculty
working around the world
making a difference,” Bailey
said. “Having our faculty
internationally involved
gives them the ability to
come back to the laboratory
and classroom and know
what is going on in the
world. It makes it so our stu-
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dents, who are going to have
to function in an increasingly interconnected world,
understand the world in a
more relevant fashion.”
The Strengthening Early
Childhood Education project
consists of three universities,
Utah State University, Petra
University and the University
of Jordan. Dr. Bilal, a faculty
member from the University
of Jordan, was assigned to
translate the textbook.
Apart from laying the
groundwork for the book’s
translation, Jump has four
focus areas in which she
wants to help the two universities improve. These
areas include professional
development of faculty
members, having students
start teaching in the public kindergarten earlier in
their degree, getting more
student teachers to teach
in the public kindergarten

and increasing collaboration
between the universities and
the Ministry of Education in
Jordan.
As part of professional
development, Jump invited
several faculty members to
USU. In the summer of 2010
the Jordanians spent time in
the Child Development Lab
observing USU early childhood education students
working with children. As
they watched, Jump and the
Associate Dean of the School
of Graduate Studies, Shelley
Lindauer, explained what
was happening in the lab.
They emphasized how students were prepared to handle each situation because of
the well-rounded education
they received in both theory
and practice.
At the end of the lab the
Jordanians had a chance to
speak with the USU students.
Bilal asked the students how

they were prepared to handle
each situation while dealing
with children. The students
said from an early stage of
their degree they were able
to see theory come to life
while working with children,
and because of this they felt
confident and prepared.
“He (Bilal) was amazed,”
Jump said, “he just couldn’t
believe it.”
“We are indebted to
Vonda for such an achievement,” Bilal said. “Our work
with Dr. Jump was a rich
source of knowledge and
enjoyment. We look at her
as a model of efficient, wise
and democratic leadership
and coordination.”
– kayla.hall@aggiemail.usu.
edu
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USU alumnus
opens candy shop
By MARLEAH JACOBSON
staff writer

Pee Wee’s Sweets, named for store owner
Steve Shelton’s youngest daughter, offers a
variety of homemade candies and sweets
ranging from fresh taffy to chocolate-covered
Cheetos and potato chips, two of the store’s
most popular items. The candy store is an outgrowth of Shelton’s toy store, Magical Moon
Toys, where Shelton first began selling homemade fudge.
“The fudge quickly became the number-oneselling item in our toy store,” Shelton said.
As they became more involved in the
candy-making process, Shelton said, the candy
store became a “necessity.” In addition to
candies, the store also has a variety of games
from Magical Moon Toys, but the store is still
primarily a sweets shop.
“We wanted to make it have the feel of a traditional USA downtown sweet shop,” Shelton
said. “I really believe the candy we make here
is more of an artisan’s approach.”
All of the candy at Pee Wee’s Sweets is made
from scratch, with the exception of chocolate
centers. Shelton said they are working on getting the equipment to make these, too, from
scratch.
“The difference between my candy store and
everyone else’s is I can make it any way I want,”
Shelton said. “If I’m making sour green apple
taffy, it’s going to be sour.”
The taffy, along with caramel and the syrups
for hard candies, are stretched on a machine
that is one of only four original prototypes
from 1927. The taffies and caramels are sliced
and wrapped in waxed paper by the machine,
which can process 100-120 pieces per minute.
“When you chew it until it’s all gone, the flavor is still there,” Shelton said about his taffy.
“We have a company that makes our flavorings
as we order them so it is always fresh. They are
phenomenal flavors.”
Shelton also said they use coconut or palm
oils rather than butter in their taffy-making.
This makes the taffies healthier and doesn’t

- See CANDY, page 6

PEE WEE’S SWEETS OFFERS a variety of homemade sweets and candies. Left, the inside of the store is designed to have the feel of a traditional USA sweet
shop. Top and bottom right, candy and chocolates line the shelves of the sweet shop. Fresh taffy and chocolate-covered Cheetos and potato chips are two of the
store’s most popular items. JOSHUA BUTTS photos

PoBev brings musicians and poets together
By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer

Walt Whitman said, “to have great poets
there must be great audiences, too.” At USU
both poet and audience come together at Poetry
and a Beverage, a once-a-month open-mic style
performance of the written word and music,
accompanied by a beverage. This Saturday’s

PoBev, at 9 p.m. in the Hub, will be a tribute to
the artists, people and events that inspired the
performers, organizer Megan Mitchell said.
A public relations and marketing junior and
coordinator of this month’s event, Mitchell
regularly helps ASUSU with programming and
arts and lectures. She said even though she
doesn’t usually perform, she enjoys watching
people who are talented.
“It’s a great way to showcase the talent we

POETRY AND A BEVERAGE is a once-a-month open-mic style performance of the written
word and music, accompanied by a beverage. BENJAMIN WOOD photo illustration

have here and have people come and participate,” she said.
Elaborating on the chosen theme, Mitchell
said performers are looking to anyone and
anything that has inspired them; from authors,
musicians and artists to family, friends and
memories. This PoBev, she said, is acting more
as a platform for people to come share their talent and ideas.
“There’s a wide variety of people,” she said.
“I want people to know anyone can perform. I
want them to know that they can come up and
share what they want to say.”
One of the on-campus groups that often
populates PoBev is the Independent Music
Club (IMC). Amy Nguyen, co-president of the
IMC and a junior in anthropology, said she has
played and read at past events and looks forward to performing this weekend.
“I just like to perform in front of people,”
Nguyen said. “It’s a really good opportunity
because there are a lot of people who come.”
Nguyen said the IMC hasn’t held open-mic
nights this semester, so Poetry and a Beverage
has been paramount in letting the members get
performance experience.
She said, “Any time there’s an open-mic we
let them know that this is where they can show
off their talents and perform.”
Nguyen said she does see an increased
interest in the IMC after a PoBev. This might
be because of the assumed interests of those
attending.
“If they enjoy things like Poetry and a
Beverage,” she said, “they’d probably enjoy
Independent Music Club because we have a different dynamic in our club concerning poetry
and performing.”
She said if people are attending PoBev,
“they probably want to experience more poetry
and music events and we put on a lot of that
through out the year.”
Sarah Avila, an undeclared junior and IMC

member, plans to get on stage and said she will
play a song and read a poem, both of which are
her own creations. Avila said the atmosphere
of PoBev is enhanced by the variety of the audience.
“There are a lot of different types of people
that go,” she said. “You can really broaden your
friendship group with different types of people
rather than the same people you hang out with
or the same group you go to shows with.”
Avila said she doesn’t expect people to be
“blown away,” but she performs for herself and
looks forward to having a broader audience
than her usual friends. This, she said, also
helps the IMC.
“It gives us the opportunity to reach out to
people who normally wouldn’t be familiar with
the program and who might be interested in it,”
she said.
Nguyen said the variety is part of what
makes PoBev enjoyable. She said “it’s a good
place to see and hear the new, emerging artists.”
Though she is excited about performing,
Nguyen said the theme for this Saturday’s event
is “scary” to her. What has influenced her lately, she said, is the spoken-word poetry of Buddy
Wakefield, both in his content and execution.
T.J. Pratt, sophomore in music education and
Mr. USU, is a member of the IMC who also
admires Buddy Wakefield.
“Personally, I believe spoken word poetry
is the new thing or the new ‘it’ for this generation,” Pratt said. “It’s a medium that anyone
can tap into. We need to realize in our generation that the power lies in our voice.”
Pratt has been involved with music and writing since junior high, he said, but it developed
and deepened in the last three years. While he
has performed in PoBev several times, Pratt
said he doesn’t think the event is following its

- See POETRY, page 7
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Lyric Theatre has long story to tell
Call helped establish an endowment fund for
the company and began to engage the first
professional equity actors to work with young
students.
The streets of Logan are a fascinating view.
Since Call’s renovation of the Lyric in 1961,
Each building has a story, a transitive narrait has come under the control of the universitive of what they were, are and will be. One
ty and has many close ties to the arts departsuch building, located on Center Street just
ments here on campus.
west of Main, has had a recent mishap in its
Jarrod Larsen, director of Production
colorful history.
Services for the Caine College of the Arts said
According to Dennis Hassan, the current
with all of the different transformations the
artistic director of the Old Lyric Repertory
building has undergone, it’s hard to know
Theatre, The Caine Lyric Theatre was estabhow old certain elements of the construction
lished in 1913. The building was built in
are. This is where certain difficulties have
the 1880s but had served as banking offices
recently come into play. As of August 2010,
and a publishing house of the Utah Herald.
Larsen said the Caine Lyric Theatre’s rigging
It was transformed into a
system was condemned by
theatre because of the needs
safety inspectors; the stressed
“It’s one of the
of the Thatcher Opera comstate of the rigging components
oldest buildings
pany when their theatre, the
and the outdated system itself
Thatcher Opera house, had
were deemed too dangerous to
in town and the
burned down the previous year facade of it has
remain installed.
and they saw the building as a
“As the engineer was discusstemporary performance space changed several
ing the shape of the space to
times over the
while the new stage, the Ellen
us he explained that he felt
Eccles Theatre, was being built. years to suit its
the environmental load, or the
Hassan said over the course purpose.”
load the building takes just as
of 10 years, the Thatcher
as a building, was fine,
Dennis Hassan, existing
Company performed in the
the building would be able to
artistic director of the support itself safely without
Lyric until the Eccles’ construction was complete. During that
Old Lyric Repertory a problem,” said Larsen. “The
time, the Lyric became the
load was considered
Theatre rigging
most reputable theatre ticket in
an immediate threat to life;
the region.
so much so that he moved the
“It really became the place that took care
meeting off the stage so we could all be safe.”
of the theatre community in Logan,” Hassan
Hassan said the inspector was up in the
said. “It’s one of the oldest buildings in town
rafters over the stage taking pictures of when
and the facade of it has changed several times he got to the beams of the fly system, saw
over the years to suit its purpose.”
how bad the situation was and how twisted
Hassan said after the Eccles Theatre was
and warped they were, and took pictures and
finished, the focus shifted away from the
ran off of the stage, they were so comproLyric and it was eventually transformed by
mised.
other businesses. It became a movie theatre
“The next day we ripped out all of the
and had a large movie marquee attached
lighting instruments, the ropes, beams and
to the front of it by the 1960s, when busipulleys and essentially gutted the whole
ness took a turn for the worse and the space
system in a couple of days, leaving an empty
was scheduled to become bowling alley.
shell over the stage itself,” Hassan said.
At that time, W. Vosco Call purchased the
Hassan said this particular removal and
building and adapted it once more to a
replacement of the system is not going to hinspace for staged theatre. Hassan said Call
der the quality of the Lyric’s productions, in
recently received an award from the Old Lyric the short term. It may get in the way of design
Repertory Company for his lifetime contribu- and logistics within any one production, but
tions to the establishment.
the audience will probably have a hard time
According to the Caine College of the Arts
noticing if the designers do their job well.
website, Call opened the theatre in 1961 with The concern for the replacement is in the pera production of “Hamlet” in which he played
spective of the long term needs of the Lyric.
the title role. A few years later, he began the
They can make do for a while without the
summer repertory theatre, now known as the proper system in place, but not long.
Old Lyric Repertory Company. In addition,
“Survival of the lyric is going to depend on
By JESS WALLACE
staff writer

Candy: Offering customers a variety
-continued from page 3
give the candy a buttery aftertaste.
“The flavor is all the taste,”
Shelton said.
In addition to homemade
candies, Pee Wee’s Sweets also
sells ice cream and nostalgic
sodas, including a root beer
float made from Triple XXX
root beer, the oldest familyowned brand of root beer.
“People say it is the best
root beer float they have ever
tasted,” Shelton said, explaining the root beer has a smooth
texture and a caramel flavor. “I
get it directly from the family,”
Shelton said.
The hard-scooped ice cream
served in Pee Wee’s Sweets also
comes from a unique source:
Aggie Ice Cream.
“We’re proud of that,”
Shelton said. “It’s part of this
community, this culture. Why
not sell it?”
Aggie fans can also buy chocolate-covered sunflower seeds
in Aggie blue and white.
“We have a lot of candies
you just don’t find anywhere
else,” Shelton said.
Shelton, who graduated from
Utah State University in 1997
with a degree in marketing,
was raised in Logan and is
excited to now own both a toy
store and a candy store in the
area. He remembers getting his
haircut in a barbershop located
below where his candy shop is
located
“It’s kind of fun to see it come
full circle,” Shelton said.
Logan High School student
April Allen, who has worked
at Pee Wee’s Sweets since it
opened this summer, said,
“There’s so much stuff that
you can’t really have a favorite
overall.”
This “stuff” includes: homemade chocolates, gourmet
popcorns, bulk candy, taffy,
brittles, caramel, fudge, cotton

THE CAINE LYRIC THEATRE, located on Center street, was established in 1913. The building
was built in the 1880s and has served as banking offices and a publishing house of the Utah Herald.
MAKAELA HERRAN photo

a lot of sponsorship from the government,
community, university ... .” Hassan said.
“Everyone putting in a little is what is going
to make it survive. With the economic downturn we took a great loss, like many others,
and with the proper support we should be
able to recover.”
Larsen said they will accept anything they
can.

candy, glazed nuts, hard tack
candies, nostalgic sodas and
chocolate covered orange and
raspberry candy sticks.
“They were a tasty, delicious
snack,” said Annie Smith, a
freshman at USU, of the candy
sticks. “It was a perfect mix
with a crunchy chocolate and a
yummy jelly inside.”
“We use a really, really good
chocolate,” Shelton said.
He said the chocolate can
be bought and used in fondues
or as a dipping chocolate for
everything from pretzels to
strawberries.
“We’re adding more stuff all
the time,” Shelton said, mentioning their plans for having
a hot chocolate machine. And

with the upcoming holidays,
there will be even more candy
options, especially ones including peppermint and pumpkin
flavors.
Right now Pee Wee’s Sweets
sells a limited-time pumpkin
fudge.
“It’s like a pumpkin pie but
without the crust,” Shelton
said.
Pee Wee’s Sweets is located
on the northwest corner of
Center Street and Main Street.
Store hours are Monday
through Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m.
– marleah.jacobson@aggiemail.
usu.edu

– jess.wallace@aggiemail.usu.edu

Students encouraged
to Tip-Toe into Asia
By CHELSEE NIEBERGALL
staff writer

PEE WEE SWEETS is located on the northwest corner of
Center and Main. The shop opened this summer. JOSHUA BUTTS
photo

“It works really well for what we need; intimate performances of good theatre. There are
380 seats, all of which are close to the stage
so that the audience is right up there with the
actors or singers. It really is something quite
important for us to fix and we’ll be doing all
we can to make that happen,” Larsen said.

The Asian American Student Council
(AASC) will host their annual “Tip-Toe
into Asia” event Friday to teach students
and the community about their culture.
“A lot of students are Americanized
and they want to share the culture they
have grown up with,” said Jael Thompson,
multi-cultural program coordinator.
Thompson said Tip-Toe into Asia has
been going on for nine years and was
started by students. The event, planned by
AASC members, will include dinner, several performances and a fashion show.
For the performances, James Akagi,
AASC’s activities and recruitment officer, said he really wanted to “spice things
up” so he has been working extra hard
to get strong performances for this year’s
show. They will have Taiko drummers, a
Taekwondo performance, a dance number
from India and the annual fashion show.
“I’ve worked with many amazing and
generous people who have helped out a
lot. The credit isn’t mine, it belongs to all
of those who have volunteered their time
and talents to make this year’s show simply
spectacular,” Akagi said.
Akagi said he got involved with AASC
and Tip-Toe into Asia because he is proud
of his culture and wanted to learn about
other cultures as well.
Akagi said the theme for the fashion
show is “Then and Now” and will feature
clothing from a variety of Asian cultures
with traditional dress and modern clothing.
Kuen Lin Liou, who handles public
relations for AASC, said the event is a representation of the Asian communities in
Utah and its culture.
Liou said he is grateful he is a part of
AASC because it has taught him how to be
responsible and he said it is a good way to

learn about the Asian culture.
“I think it’s great because with the performances it allows us to show some Asian
talents that we never would have known
about,” said Alyson Oka, AASC president.
Oka joined AASC last year to do service hours for a scholarship she received.
She said she enjoyed learning about other
students’ cultures and learning about the
different countries in Asia she didn’t know
about. Oka said she has been involved with
the event ever since.
Amy Chanthalyxay, AASC treasurer
said, “One year at Tip-Toe I found out that
there is this one family who comes every
year and brings their two daughters who
are from China and Korea. I admire them
for trying to teach their daughters about
their culture and that this is a part of
them.”
Chanthalyxay said though the girls
are young and may not understand
what is going on, she appreciates what
their parents are trying to do for them.
Chanthalyxay also said Tip-Toe gives Asian
students a chance to re-connect with their
culture.
“We make it a low-cost event because
we want as many students and community
members as we can to come to the event,”
Thompson said.
Most of the money that will be generated from the event will go toward the cost of
the activity. However, most of those helping to organize the event are volunteers, so
some profit will be made, Thompson said.
“Our ultimate goal is we want a quality
event for the students to enjoy,” Thompson
said.
Tip-Toe into Asia will be Friday at 7:30
p.m. in the TSC Ballroom. Tickets are $10
for dinner and the show and $5 for only
the show. Contact Jael Thompson, 435-7972326, for more information.
– chelsee.niebergall@aggiemail.usu.edu
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‘Megamind’ is successful animated film
The Dreamworks team has done it again.
They made an animated movie that was clever, hilarious and had a positive lesson to teach
its young audience.
While
Staff
“Megamind”
all of the movGuy
XXXX
Grade: B+
ies have a lot
of similarities,
they are all also
unique,
and
continue to be
successful and
entertaining for
audiences of all Jace Smellie
ages.
Their newest creation, “Megamind,” was
no exception. It was a fun movie to watch and
lived up to all expectations I had for it.
The character of villain “Megamind,” voiced
by Will Ferrell, is a lanky blue alien with a big
head who was sent to Earth as a baby by his
parents as his planet was being destroyed. He
lands in a prison and is taught the ways of evil.
While attending elementary school, his rivalry
with superhero Metro Man, voiced by Brad
Pitt, is born. No matter what “Megamind”
tries, he is always disliked by his schoolmates,
and Metro Man is always loved by them. He
decides that he must be evil, because that was
the only thing he was good at.
As they move into adulthood, the rivalry
grows and becomes a routine: “Megamind”
attempts something evil to destroy Metro
Man, it doesn’t work, then Metro Man captures him, he gets sent to prison and then
repeat. This is the endless cycle, that is, until
“Megamind” finally wins. He finally defeats
the great Metro Man, and therefore seizes
control of the city.
Now victorious, “Megamind” is free to do
whatever evil thing he wants with nobody to
stop him. He enjoys this freedom for some
time, but after a while he realizes how boring

Reel
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DREAMWORKS NEWEST RELEASE, “Megamind,” stars Will Ferrell, Tina Fey and Brad Pitt.

being evil is without having anyone to try and
stop him. So he decides to try and create a
new super hero to try and recreate the thrills
he had fighting Metro Man.
Meanwhile, being disguised as an everyday
regular guy named Bernard, he sparks up
a romance with a beautiful news reporter
named Roxanne Ritchi, voiced by Tina Fey.
She really starts to fall for “Bernard”, which
puts “Megamind” in an awkward situation.
Throughout the movie he faces challenges
like these that question whether or not he
really is evil. In the end, he has to face a huge
problem in which he must decide once and
for all if he wants to be good or evil.
“Megamind” was an excellent film to watch.
It was very creative and funny, and had a phenomenal all-star cast to voice it. I am a huge

Will Ferrell fan, and I also love Brad Pitt and
Jonah Hill who played “Tighten.”
Another great thing was the soundtrack.
“Megamind” was often seen rocking out to
hits from AC/DC, Guns and Roses, Ozzy
Osbourne and even Michael Jackson. I
thought it was a way cool add-on that fit excellently with this film.
A major minus for me though is it was in 3D.
For some reason I do not understand, it is now
apparently a requirement that all animated
movies must be in 3D. Why is this? It is such a
pain for all moviegoers. It is especially annoying that it raises the ticket price about three
dollars. So I have to pay three extra dollars to
make the movie less enjoyable. While the picture quality was great, it would have been just
as good, if not better, without the 3D. I cannot

wait for this “3D revolution” to end.
Another thing that somewhat bugged me
where some of the minor flaws in the plot.
I know this is a movie more aimed at young
audiences, but some of the flaws I think
would be just as noticeable for kids. For example, there is a scene where a giant building
destroys a street. Roxanne is thrown to safety
on the sidewalk, but when the film shows a
view from above, the sidewalk where she was
is destroyed. It was just little things like this that
got to me.
That said, “Megamind” was still an incredible movie that the Dreamworks animation
team can put in the success column. It gives
the audience more than they were expecting.
– jace.smellie@aggiemail.usu.edu

Guster’s ‘Easy Wonderful’ a bit too easy
I was Facebook-stalking
“Easy
someone the other day when
Staff
my attention was caught by
Wonderful”
Guy XXXX
one of the annoying little
Grade: C+
advertisements on the right
side of the screen. It said
something along the lines of
Rhythm
“If you like the Barenaked
Ladies, you’ll like Guster!”
I know that it was more
than a simple coincidence RexColinMitchell
that this ad found its way
to my computer screen.
Someone has somehow figured out what bands I like, and
has sent me personalized marketing according to that.
Even though I know this, the ad still worked, at least partially. I immediately thought “Ooh, they’re right, I do like the
Barenaked Ladies.”
What the ad did wrong was underestimate my laziness – I
didn’t have the will to even click the “Like” button. But, the
band’s name stuck in my head, and when I saw that they had
a new CD out, I decided to review it. In the end, I guess the
ad worked.
The new album, “Easy Wonderful,” was interesting.

Reviews

Expecting a Barenaked Ladies sound-alike band, I was surprised by what I found. The Barenaked Ladies tend to be
incredibly witty with their lyrics, to the point of sometimes
being cliche and corny. I heard no such cleverness in “Easy
Wonderful.” The lyrics were pretty flat and insensible – often
a good quality in a rock song – and can get a bit boring after
15 tracks of not knowing what the song is about.
Once I decided to accept they aren’t that similar to my
beloved Barenaked Ladies, I was able to notice more positive
qualities, however. They have a nice acoustic sound, accentuated by simple drums and vocal harmonies. It’s not something that sets them apart, however. You can hear a simple
sound from many folk-rock bands.
A few songs were interesting. One, “Stay With Me Jesus,”
relates several stories of people being saved from death
by Jesus. I was pleased to see a mainstream band showing
beliefs other than the belief that life sucks, until I heard that
the song was meant to be sarcastic. I’m not sure if this is
true, I never would have noticed if someone hadn’t told me.
However, I must admit that listening to the song after hearing
that was a bit stranger.
The song “Jesus and Mary” was a bit odd, especially with
the lines “Jesus and Mary and Romeo and Juliet in a movie
on TV plays seven days a week.” I have no idea what that’s

supposed to mean, but it’s just plain weird to seemingly compare Jesus and Mary to two young and impulsive lovers.
Not all the songs have religious references. “Bad Bad
World” talks about how there really is good in this world,
and “This Is How if Feels to Have a Broken Heart” gives a
surprisingly powerful description of lost love. “Do What You
Want” tells the listener to do whatever they want because
“...it doesn’t matter at all, no one’s going to care if we disappear.”
All in all, the album was pretty bland. The musical side
of it wasn’t that exciting, except for an awesome banjo solo
in “Hercules,” a nice, upbeat song. In fact, all of their songs
were nice and upbeat, no matter the subject material. They
sounded happy whether they were singing about lost love or
world peace.
The enigmatic and uninteresting lyrics didn’t help their
case. It seems to me that if you write an album in which many
of the songs sound the same, you should pair them with
some clever lyrics. I don’t want to listen to a bunch of lines
that mention a lot of things but don’t really say anything.
Thanks for the advice, Facebook, but I think I’ll stick with
the Barenaked Ladies.
– rex.colin.mitchell@aggiemail.usu.edu

Poetry: Event ties into inspiration
-continued from page 5

– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu
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believe the power lies in your voice. Everyone
has a story.”
He hopes to develop PoBev in the next couple years, Pratt said, by getting more poets on
stage. He hopes encouraging the members of
the Slam Poetry Club to perform will help with
his cause.
“I would encourage everybody to get out and
come to PoBev,” Pratt said, “even if you aren’t a
poet, even if you don’t get onstage.”
Mitchell encouraged anyone interested to
come and enjoy the event.
“It’ll be an atmosphere where you can come
hang out and socialize and drink hot chocolate,” she said. “Come, chill, hangout, have fun.”
Pratt also encouraged students to attend.
“PoBev is, and hopefully in the future it will
be, about a mic a voice and a future,” he said.

g

original intention this year.
“I feel that PoBev needs to be more poetry
and as of late it’s been a lot of bands and guitarists,” he said. “I don’t have anything against
that but if it’s going to be poetry and a beverage, it needs to have more poetry.”
This, Pratt said, was the first motivation
behind starting the Slam Poetry Club, of which
he is now the president. He said it “really
upsets” him to see a large number of bands
at PoBev, which gave him the initiative to go
through the process of starting the club this
semester.
“I’m not judging at all,” he said. “What I’m
saying is that PoBev just isn’t Poetry and a
Beverage; it’s more band and a beverage.”
Pratt said he appreciates the theme
and believes inspiration can come from anywhere.
“Usually, it’s something I can relate to,
whether by performing or writing,” he said. “I
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Aggies prepare
for Weber State
By TYLER HUSKINSON
web editor

SENIOR FORWARD NATE BENDALL watches the Aggies take on Grand Canyon State in last Friday night’s 76-46 win. Bendall
isn’t expected to play on Saturday night when Utah State hosts Weber State, but is looking to get back to action in the coming weeks as he
recovers from a chronic stress fracture in his foot. TODD JONES photo

Bendall eager to hit the hardwood
By MEGAN ALLEN
staff writer

Aggie coaches, teammates and fans all
agree: Nate Bendall is a powerhouse of a
man both on and off the court.
“Nate has a certain amount of physicality and ruggedness,” said Tarvish
Felton, assistant coach for the men’s
basketball team. “He brings maturity and
experience to the team.”
Bendall, a senior forward for the
Aggies, has been playing basketball since
he was little.
“Just like everyone else, I started by
playing Jr. Jazz,” he said.
However, growing up, he said soccer
was the main sport in his life. It wasn’t
until his sophomore year at Skyline High
School that he really got into basketball.
“I didn’t eat, sleep and drink it like
most the other guys up here,” he said.

Bendall said he never saw himself
playing at the college level.
“I was just tall and lanky. I was a lurp.”
Like many athletes, Bendall had a high
school coach that inspired and encouraged him.
“He taught me how to really appreciate and respect the game,” Bendall said.
“He made me realize that playing basketball was a privilege. He made me work at
it.”
Injuries have taken their toll on
Bendall’s career. He missed both of USU’s
tune-up games this season, and it will
probably be another two weeks before
Aggie fans see him on the court in a
game.
Bendall has a chronic stress fracture
in his foot that he is working on getting
back up to a level he can play with. He
started the season not practicing at all,
but as the weeks go on, he is participating
more. This week he was able to practice

without wearing a boot on his foot.
The stress fracture is on the navicular
bone, one of the bones that forms the top
of the arch, in Bendall’s foot. The original
fracture happened while Bendall was
playing at Salt Lake Community College
(SLCC), but he said that the injury been a
long time in the making.
“I’ve always had flat feet. It’s a genetic
thing.”
For now, Bendall said he’s just going
to take it a day at a time and get back to
playing.
“I’m going to be back as soon as I can
and just get after it.”
“We’re nursing it back to health, but
it’s very day-to-day,” Felton said. “He
wants to be out (t)here, we just have to get
there.”
If he’s anxious to get back onto the

- See BENDALL, page 9

The Utah State Aggies
will have their first real test
when they tip off the regular
season against in-state foe
Weber State tomorrow night.
The Aggies will be looking to
extend their 21-game home
winning streak against in-state
opponents along with their
15-game regular season winning streak. The Aggies will
have their hands full with the
Wildcats, who just like the
Aggies, were picked to win
their conference, the Big Sky.
The Wildcats also have the
preseason player of the year in
junior guard Damian Lillard,
who is a projected NBA first
round draft pick.
“Weber is a good basketball
team,” head coach Stew Morrill
said. “They are very athletic.
They have one of the best players in the state.”
As a sophomore, Lillard
averaged nearly 20 points
per game and scored at least
20 points in both contests
in against USU last season.
When the Wildcats visited the
Spectrum for the Basketball
Travelers Invitational last year,
the Aggies limited Lillard to
seven points in the first half,
but Lillard went on to score 17
points in the second half.
“He’s just a really good
guard,” Morrill said. “He can
get on a roll and shoot the
basketball no matter what.”
Lillard average 25 points per
game during the Wildcats’
exhibition games, and the difficult task of guarding Lillard
will fall on the shoulders of
senior guard Pooh Williams,
who was named to the WAC
all-defensive team last season,
and junior guard Brockeith

Pane, who has yet to prove he
can defend premier players.
Pane said he is up to the task
regardless of who he is playing
against.
“I’m just going to go out
there and play,” Pane said. “I
don’t care about them being
projected. I’m just going to go
out there and give it my all.”
Much of Morrill’s respect
stems from the fact that WSU
head coach Randy Rahe was
once Morrill’s assistant.
“He does a great job of running that program,” Morrill
said. “He does a lot of things
well.”
The Wildcats do have a slight
height advantage on the Aggies
and that theme may continue
with 6’9” senior forward Nate
Bendall’s status in question.
“Don’t know,” Morrill said of
Bendall’s status. “Don’t know
that anybody knows. It’s not
like a normal injury. There
is no guarantee that rest will
make it better. He practices
and participates with the team.
I would rather have him some
than none, and we’ll have to
see.”
Much remains to be seen
for the Aggies, who have very
high expectations this season.
Morrill said he will always be
satisfied with outcome as long
as his team plays hard.
“All we can do is the best we
can do,” Morrill said. “If we
come out, practice hard and do
our best, we can live with the
results.”
Tip-off against the Wildcats
is slated for 7:05 p.m. tomorrow at the Dee Glen Smith
Spectrum.

-ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

Aggies won’t sleep on slumping Spartans
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

Utah State (3-6, 1-4 WAC) will look to end
its road woes this Saturday when the Aggies
travel to San Jose State to take on the Spartans
(1-8, 0-4 WAC). For an Aggie team which has not
won back-to-back games since 2007 and has won
only one road game during head coach Gary
Andersen’s tenure, Saturday’s match-up provides
plenty of opportunity for Utah State to prove
that the 2010 season can still be a success.
But getting that elusive first road win of the
2010 season won’t be easy. Despite San Jose
State’s 1-8 record, the Aggies aren’t taking the
Spartans lightly, especially considering that the
Aggies have not won in San Jose in eight years.
“San Jose State is very physical and they play
extremely hard,” said USU receiver Eric Moats.
“As a team we are going to have to start strong,
they are hungry for a win and will be ready to
play. I feel like we have a really good chance of
getting our first road win if we go in ready to
play and with a good game plan.”
Complicating matters for the Aggies is the
fact that San Jose State will have had two weeks
to prepare for the game, as well as the fact that
the Spartans have yet to win their first game
against a Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) team
for new head coach Mike MacIntyre. The extra
time to prepare for Utah State thanks to a bye
week coupled with the desperation of a team
which lost it’s last game (to New Mexico State)
on a last-second touchdown, make the Spartans
a dangerous opponent.
“There will be two teams fighting their tails
off to get wins, and in my mind a lot to play
for, for both teams,” said Utah State head coach
Gary Andersen. “I know that we will be excited
to play, and I am sure that they will be excited
to play coming off of a bye week. I’m sure they
will be very well prepared coming off the bye
week. It should be a tremendous football game,
it should be a dog fight and go right down to the
very end.”

The Spartans have had a rough schedule this
season, having played (and lost) games against
five ranked opponents, including Alabama,
Wisconsin and Boise State. San Jose’s offense
currently ranks dead last in the country in average points scored per game (11.9), while the
Spartans rank 109th (out of 120 teams) in yards
allowed on defense.
Not that the Aggies haven’t had problems
of their own, especially on the road and especially in attempting to win back-to-back games.
According to linebacker Bobby Wagner, a win
on Saturday would go a long way to overcoming
many of the obstacles that have plagued USU
over the past two seasons.
“(Winning at SJSU) means a lot, not just
because we haven’t won there in quite some
time, but we also haven’t been able to win two
games in a row,” Wagner said.
“There is quite a bit riding on this game for
us,” he added.
According to Wagner, the key to playing well
against the Spartans will be getting off to a fast
start – something USU has not done often this
season.
“The faster we start off, the faster the crowd
quiets down and we will get much stronger as
the game goes on,” Wagner said. “That’s our
responsibility as players, to come out in the first
half with the same energy we bring in the second half. I think it’s a process, and as a team we
have to start figuring out how to win, we understand it takes time and all we can do is to take it
a game at a time.”
With both teams fighting to establish their
programs, Saturday’s contest should provide
plenty of drama – not just in the final quarter,
but in each snap of the ball.
“Bottom line at the end of the day, you have
two teams looking at what they can do to win
football games,” Andersen said. “We are trying
to build and every play is key.”
– adamnettina@aggiemail.usu.edu

UTAH STATE RUNNING BACK DERRVIN SPEIGHT rushed for a career high 114 yards and
a touchdown against New Mexico State during USU’s 27-22 win last Saturday, and will look to help the
Aggies snap an eight-game losing streak at San Jose State when the Aggies travel to play the Spartans
Saturday at 5 p.m. TODD JONES photo
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Teamwork key for Aggie runners
have confidence in yourself at this level.
By MIKE REES
It’s easy to doubt yourself, but it gives you
staff writer
something to shoot for next year. It was
harder for me to push myself to get faster
Racing is a sport seen generally as indi- as the first person on the team,” Clements
vidual rather than team-oriented. One per- said.
son comes in first place and wins the race.
Sophomore Kaylee Campbell shared
One person finishes next and garners secsimilar sentiments. Campbell, who shone
ond place, and so on. There are no assists,
as a frontrunner for Preston High School
nobody sets picks, nobody blocks for a
during her high school career, felt the
teammate to make a hole in the defenders
same competitive draw after making the
to run through, and nobody passes a ball
jump to Division I collegiate running.
to you. For the Aggie Cross Country team,
“It was definitely an adjustment, but it
however, there is much more of a team
was a good adjustment. In high school it
dynamic than meets the eye.
was like I hit a certain point where I didn’t
In team cross country racing, a team
have anybody to push or pull me, and it
scores points according to the placement
was difficult to get faster. (At Utah State)
of their top five runners. If a runner comes there’s always people you can run with,
in first they score one point.
and that’s helped me get
If a runner finishes tenth,
“When we run
faster. There’s a lot to learn
they score ten points, and
from the way the other girls
together,
it’s
not
so on. The team with the
run. We all come to the team
like we’re runlowest score wins. All five
with different experience.”
scoring runners must have ning with other
USU head coach Gregg
a solid performance to win people; we’re
Gensel said: “One of the
the race. Just like any team running with
things you give up when you
sport, a team usually can’t
friends. There’s run as a pack is frontrunner
rely on one superstar to win
status. Many of our runners
the competition, while the not really any
come from backgrounds of
other runners have medio- competition for being star runners. When
cre performances. While
the spotlight.”
you come to the college level,
there is usually a standout
Kaylee Campbell, the ability of those around
runner on a team, the other
cross country you is the same or greater,
four runners play just as
and you get better because
crucial, if not a more cruyou have more athletes
cial, a role in the scoring. Utah State runaround you that are better quality. I’ve
ners Aaron Clements and Kaylee Campbell always felt like if you’re around people who
know what it’s like to play both the role of
are good, it makes you better, whether
the standout as well as the runner in the
you’re the first guy or the fifth guy.”
middle of the pack.
Gensel, who coaches both the men’s
Clements, a sophomore from
and women’s teams, stressed the imporTaylorsville, Utah, spent half of his high
tance of running together as a pack during
school career chasing the pack and the
races as well as in practice.
other half leading the pack. After being
“It’s part of the nature of our spot that
the face of Taylorsville Cross Country for
you wouldn’t be a good athlete unless you
two years and serving an LDS church mis- were trying to be number one. There’s
sion for two years, Clements returned and competitiveness. Wherever you end up, it
redshirted last year. This year, getting his
helps the whole team get better when you
first real taste of competitive collegiate
try to get better.”
cross country, Clements finds himself an
Clements said the coaches encourage
integral part of the Aggie top five runners. the team to run together in races like they
Although it is a tough change, Clements
do in practice.
doesn’t mind the new role so much.
Runners benefit not only from the team
“Going from the first to the third man
support during a race of being pushed
on the team makes you feel a little bit
and pulled by their teammates. Generally
smaller. It’s a little bit hard. It’s harder to

teams who run as a pack score better as a
team because all five scoring runners are
working together to move up in the placings.
“We encourage (the athletes) to feed
emotionally off the group. Sometimes it
allows you to do things you didn’t think
you were capable of doing. In practice,
their workouts allow them to group, so
they know they can run as a pack. Some
teams can’t run as a pack, but our teams
have been able to buy into that,” Gensel
said.
The coaches also put emphasis on
team unity.
“When we run together, it’s not like we’re
running with other people, we’re running
with friends,” Campbell said. “There’s not
really any competition for the spotlight.
It’s all about pulling for your teammates.”
Clements said, “It helps in training
when you know everyone you’re running
with. We stay pretty close with each other.
In the summer we have a cross country
camp where we all get to know each other
and that helps us as a team.”
For the Aggies, this strategy has
paid off. The women’s close-knit running
helped them finish in second place at the
WAC championships last weekend, edging
defending champions New Mexico State.
The tight running of the second, third,
and fourth scoring runners , which included Campbell in 13th place, Jessie Chugg in
15th, and Alex Litzinger close behind in
16th, allowed Utah State to nudge ahead of
their rival Aggies by a few crucial points.
It’s this pack mentality that both
teams will be looking for this weekend as
they gear up for the Regional meet hosted
by the University of Utah in Salt Lake City.
Clements said it’s harder to run as a pack
in the bigger, national-level races due to
the narrowness of courses and the hundreds of runners to navigate through.
“At pre-nationals we ran together at
first, and then separated. We’re definitely
working on that.”
The races at the regional meet will
begin at 10:30 a.m. on Nov. 13 at Rose
Park golf course, 1385 N. Redwood Rd. in
Salt Lake City.

Bendall: looking to build on last season
-continued from page 8

court, it’s because Bendall’s road to the 2010-11 trying to find our cohesiveness.”
season has taken many twist and turns. After
Finding that cohesiveness will be huge for
high school, he came to Utah State where he
the team, he said.
completed a year of school and played basket“You have to appreciate everyone for who
ball before serving a one-year service mission
they are both on and off the court. That brings
in Nauvoo, Ill. for The Church of Jesus Christ of a whole other element to the game that a lot of
Latter-day Saints.
teams can’t beat,” he said. “If you can find the
When he got back, he spent the 2008-09
balance of off and on the court, you won’t have
season at SLCC. That year, he helped lead the
as many problems.”
Bruins to win the NJCAA championship and
One thing the team needs to work on is
to an overall 31-6 record. The next season,
their urgency, Bendall said.
Bendall returned to Logan and the Aggies.
“That’s what will win us games.”
“I knew Coach Morrill and his reputation,”
The new members of the team, such as
he said. “Plus, my mom got her master’s degree Brockeith Pane and James Walker, are all a part
here, so she kind of pushed me in this direcof the potential the team has, Bendall said.
tion.”
“They just need to get comfortable in our
At the end of the 2009-10 seasystem,” he said. “Eventually
son, Bendall was named to the
realize they can play to
“At its core, bas- they’ll
WAC All-Newcomer team after
Coach’s style, and still play the
ketball teaches game they’ve always played.”
starting all 33 games he played.
you that hard
This year, he was named to the
On a personal level, Bendall
preseason second team all-WAC. work gets you
said one of his biggest goals for
Bendall said one of the things rewards. It
the season is to work on improvhe loves most about basketball is teaches you
ing his low post defense as well
the real-life applications it has.
as scoring.
“At its core, basketball teaches to appreciate
“You can always get better
success, form
you that hard work gets you
on defense,” he said.
rewards,” he said. “It teaches you incredible bonds
Like any other player who
to appreciate success, form incred- and friendships.” plays or has played in the
ible bonds and friendships, and to
Nate Bendall, Spectrum, Bendall said it is a
appreciate all other aspects of your
magical place.
senior forward “We have the most creative
life.”
Bendall said Morrill really
student section there is. It makes
pushes his players in sticking to core values.
it the Spectrum,” he said. “It’s something we’ll
“He teaches us to work hard and to underall always remember.”
stand that things aren’t just given to us,” he
Through his career, Bendall has had some
said.
great accomplishments.
While many basketball players look up to
“It’s tough to pick a proudest moment,” he
an NBA player and may model the way they
said. “Beating BYU last year was great. Playing
play after them, Bendall chooses other examin the NCAA tournament was a dream come
ples.
true. One of the biggest though, was winning
“The people you play against have the bigthe NJCAA championship while I was playing
gest impact on you,” he said. “You learn to
at SLCC.”
model after them.”
Once Bendall builds up the strength he
Bendall also said it’s important to find the
needs, the coaching staff hopes to see him pick
balance between athletics and academics.
up where he left off last season.
He will graduate in May with a degree in
“He’ll be another threat on the floor, and
finance and economics. Eventually he said
just be Nate,” Felton said.
he wants to get his MBA and get a job in the
“Nate really is the glue that holds the team
finance field.
together,” teammate Brady Jardine said. “He
During preparations for this season,
works hard and leads by example.”
Bendall developed an interesting perspective
on the team dynamics of the sport by watching
– megan.allen@aggiemail.usu.edu
a lot more of practice.
“We have great potential, but we need to
develop more than just potential,” he said. “We
have great, solid men on the team, we’re just

– mike.rees@aggimeial.usu.edu
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Senior day for volleyball

USU SENIOR KATIE ALLEN will be among four USU
seniors honored during Friday night’s home finale against
Nevada. A pep ralley presented by HURD will take place following the game. BRANDON FONDA photo

A Fall Qtr.
Creative
Writing
Contest
Be Judged
By a Jury
of your Peers!

Have an Urge
to
Write?
Categories include: Poetry, Flash Fiction (1500 words) and Short Story (500+ words).
Entries are due in TSC 105 by Dec. 1.
Winners will be published. Start Today!

You’ve got that special
poem that you wrote
Be
Judged
earlier this semesterBy...ayou’ve
got that short story
Jury
that just needs a bit
of polish.
Submit them to the
of
your
Peers!
Statesman Writing Contest and see what happens!
Pick up an entry form in TSC 105 and submit
before Dec. 1. Use Thanksgiving Break to find that
poem, to tweak that short story.

And don’t forget about the USU Creative Writing Contest, coming up soon. Winners
from this contest are published in “Scribendi.” Scribendi is the magazine of the USU
Creative Writing Contest, collecting the graduate and undergraduate first, second, and
third place winning entries. The contest is open to all USU students from all departments
and majors. Each year, the contest receives hundreds of entries, and the judging is often
competitive and close. All USU students are urged to cultivate their talent and keep writing—for love of the word and the craft.Submission info can be found at:
http://www.scribendi.usu.edu/submissions.htm. Deadline: February 7, 2011.
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2014 is the new date to watch in Afghanistan

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) – Message to
the Taliban: Forget July 2011, the date that
President Barack Obama set to begin withdrawing U.S. forces from Afghanistan. The
more important date is 2014 when the international coalition hopes Afghan soldiers and
policemen will be ready to take the lead in
securing the nation.
That date will be the focus of discussions
later this month at a NATO summit in Lisbon,
Portugal, the third and largest international
meeting on Afghanistan this year.
Heads of state and other officials there
will talk about how to assess security and
other conditions so that government security
forces can begin to take control of some of
Afghanistan’s 34 provinces next spring, allowing international forces to go home or move to
other parts of the country.
“NATO emissaries are still bargaining
over exactly how many troops will remain
after departure day and for what purposes,”
says Leslie H. Gelb, president emeritus of the
Council on Foreign Relations. “Details aside,
the devastating truth is that U.S. forces will be
fighting in Afghanistan for at least four more
years.”
The 2014 target date isn’t new. Afghan
President Hamid Karzai said in his November
2009 inauguration speech that he wanted
Afghans to take responsibility for security
across the country in four years. But that was
all but forgotten the next month when Obama
announced he was dispatching 30,000 more
troops to Afghanistan, but hoped to start a
gradual pullout in July 2011.
Obama has said he was not forecasting a
mass exodus of American forces next summer,

but that’s what many Afghans, Americans and
others around the world believed.
“We’re not going anywhere,” U.S. Sen. Joe
Lieberman, an independent from Connecticut,
said Thursday in Kabul. “In fact, the better
date to think about is the end of 2014.”
U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates said
earlier this week that he hoped the Taliban is
under the impression that July 2011 is the end
date for U.S. forces in Afghanistan.
Gates once said that he hoped a few of
Afghanistan’s 398 districts could be transferred to Afghan security forces this year, but
NATO officials now say the transition process
won’t begin in earnest until next spring.
At a ceremony this week marking the oneyear anniversary of the NATO training mission, Afghan Defense Minister Gen. Abdul
Rahim Wardak said his nation’s security forces
should be well on their way toward relieving
NATO forces of the burden of ground fighting
next year.
Before a province can be handed over,
Afghan and NATO officials will have to decide
if Afghan forces can handle the security and if
the local government is strong enough to manage provincial affairs. Other concerns include
the need to address any unresolved issues, such
as tribal disputes, that could flare up and create instability.
Those questions must be answered for
each district by a board comprising Afghan,
NATO and other officials, a coalition official
said on condition of anonymity to explain the
assessment strategy. The transition to Afghan
control could take months to years to complete,
depending on the readiness of each area, he
said.

NEW AFGHAN POLICE RECRUITS wait in a queue to get their weapons at a firing range on
the outskirts of Kabul, Afghanistan, in this photo taken Nov. 7. AP photo

Two-thirds of all enemy-initiated attacks, for
instance, occur in three provinces – Kandahar
and Helmand in the south and Kunar in the
northeast, so those areas will likely be the last
to be handed over, the official said. Ten Afghan
districts account for 50 percent of all the violence, he said.
Mark Sedwill, NATO’s senior civilian representative, told reporters at a recent briefing
that work was being done to try to get several
provinces ready to begin transition in the
spring.

The Nov. 19-21 summit comes just a month
before Obama’s year-end review of the U.S. war
strategy and NATO officials are hoping that
the leaders of troop-contributing nations will
leave Lisbon confident that progress is being
made.
Sedwill said 2011 would be the start but the
key date was the 2014 deadline for Afghans to
have the lead for security throughout the country.
“We would expect by then to have none or
at least very few international forces out on the
streets in combat operational roles,” he said.

DNA test casts doubt on executed Texas man’s guilt
DALLAS (AP) – A DNA test on a single hair has cast doubt on
the guilt of a Texas man who was put to death 10 years ago for a
liquor-store murder – an execution that went forward after thenGov. George W. Bush’s staff failed to tell him the condemned
man was asking for genetic analysis of the strand.
The hair had been the only piece of physical evidence linking
Claude Jones to the crime scene. But the recently completed DNA
analysis found it did not belong to Jones and instead may have

come from the murder victim.
Barry Scheck, co-founder of the Innocence Project, a New
York legal center that uses DNA to exonerate inmates and
worked on Jones’ case, acknowledged that the hair doesn’t prove
an innocent man was put to death. But he said the findings mean
the evidence was insufficient under Texas law to convict Jones.
Jones, a career criminal who steadfastly denied killing the
liquor store owner, was executed by injection on Dec. 7, 2000,

in the closing weeks of Bush’s term as governor and in middle of
the turbulent recount dispute in Florida that ended with Bush
elected president.
As the execution drew near, Jones was pressing the governor’s
office for permission to do a DNA test on the hair. But the briefing papers Bush was given by his staff didn’t include the request
for the testing, and Bush denied a reprieve, according to state
documents obtained by the Innocence Project.
“It is absolutely outrageous that no one told him that Claude
Jones was asking for a DNA test,” Scheck said. “If you can’t rely
on the governor’s staff to inform him, something is really wrong
with the system.”
Bush had previously shown a willingness to test DNA evidence that could prove guilt or innocence in death penalty cases.
Earlier in 2000, he had granted a reprieve to a death row inmate
so that Scheck and other attorneys could have evidence tested.
The test confirmed the man’s guilt and he was executed.
The other primary evidence against Jones came from one of
two alleged accomplices: Timothy Jordan was believed to have
planned the robbery and provided the gun. Jordan testified that
Jones told him he was the triggerman. However, under Texas law,
accomplice testimony isn’t enough to convict someone and must
be supported by other evidence.
“There was not enough evidence to convict, and he shouldn’t
have been executed,” Scheck said.
Scheck, a death-penalty opponent, said the case shows that
the risk of a tragic mistake by the legal system is just too high.
San Jacinto County District Attorney Bill Burnett, who prosecuted the case, died earlier this year.
“I still think he was guilty,” Joe Hilzendager, the murder
victim’s brother, said Thursday. “I think they executed the right
man.”
Former San Jacinto County Sheriff Lacy Rogers also said he is
convinced Jones committed the crime.
In the nearly 35 years since capital punishment was reinstated in the U.S., there has never been a case in which someone was
definitively proven innocent after being executed.
Jones was condemned to die for the 1989 killing of liquor
store owner Allen Hilzendager, who was shot three times outside
the town of Point Blank, population 559.
During the trial, a forensic expert testified that he examined
the hair under a microscope and concluded that it could have
come from Jones but not from Dixon or the store owner.
Jones was executed at age 60, the last person put to death during Bush’s time as governor. In his final statement, Jones did not
acknowledge guilt but told the Hilzendager family he hoped his
death “can bring some closure to y’all. I am sorry for your loss
and hey, I love all y’all. Let’s go.”
More than three years after the execution, Jordan recanted
his claim that Jones admitted to being the triggerman.
Texas is far and away the No. 1 death penalty state, having
executed 464 people over the past three decades.
The Jones case is second time this year that the guilt of an
executed Texas inmate was thrown into doubt. Cameron Todd
Willingham was put to death in 2004 after being convicted of
setting the 1991 fire that killed his three daughters. But several
renowned experts said earlier this year that the investigation of
the fire was so flawed that the arson finding can’t be supported.
The hair in the Jones case was tested 10 years after the execution at the request of his son Duane, along with the Innocence
Project, other groups and The Texas Observer magazine.
Prosecutors agreed to the testing.
“At the very least, if they had tested his DNA before he was
executed, he could have gotten a new trial or his sentence overturned or changed,” Duane Jones said Thursday. He said his
father “told me that he had robbed banks, that he was a thief.
But he wasn’t a person who would go out and murder someone
on the street.”
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and GREAT
classified ads!.

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Summer in
Maine
Males and Females
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity.
*Tennis
*Canoe
*Water Ski
*Gymnastics
*Silver
*Jewelry
*English
*Riding
*Copper
*Enameling

*Basketball
*Field
*Hockey
*Swim
*Sail
*Kayak
*Archery
*Rocks
*Ropes
*Art

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website.
Apply Online.

TRIPP LAKE
CAMP for GIRLS

1-800-997-4347
Breaking the Moldwww.tripplake• Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu
camp.com

Are you a
Decision Maker?

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Are you a self-motivated decision-maker? Are you community-oriented and want a highly satisfying career?

THE CACHE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
is a value-based office that believes in respect, fairness,
empathy, responsibility, trustworthiness, and professionalism.

Out on a Limb • Kopervas

If interested, check us out at the USU Career Fair on
March 3, 2010, or visit our website @ www.cachesheriff.
com.

Are you a self-motivated decision-maker?
Are you community-oriented and want a
highly satisfying career?
THE CACHE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
is a value-based office that believes in
respect, fairness, empathy, responsibility,
Rhymes
with Orange
• Hilary Price
trustworthiness,
and professionalism.
If interested, check us out at the USU
Career Fair on March 3, 2010, or visit our
website @ www.cachesheriff.com.
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StatesmanBack Burner

Friday

Nov. 12
Today is Friday, Nov.
12, 2010. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman
is published especially
for Lauren Gilbert, a
freshman majoring in
psychology from Sandy,
Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1954, Ellis Island, the
gateway to America,
shuts it doors after
processing more
than 12 million immigrants since opening
in 1892. Today, an
estimated 40 percent of all Americans
can trace their roots
through Ellis Island.

Weather
High: 42° Low: 25°
Skies: Partly cloudy

Friday, Nov. 12, 2010

- Women’s Basketball vs. Dixie State, 4
p.m.
- Dive-In Movie, Sports Academy, 6 p.m.
- Women’s Volleyball vs. Nevada, 7 p.m.
- Martha Graham Dance Company, Ellen
Eccles, 7:30 p.m.
- Tip Toe into Asia, TSC, 7:30 p.m.
- Why Sound Concert, 8 p.m.
- The Antics Comedy Improv, Logan
Arthouse, 10:30 p.m.

Saturday

Nov. 13

- Turkey Trot, HPER, 9 a.m.
- NFT Fundraiser, TSC, 9 a.m.
- Special Olympics Dodgeball
Tournament, HPER, 9 a.m.
- Cache Food Pantry Thanksgiving
Donations, 10 a.m.
- Cross Country at NCAA Mountain
Regionals, 10:30 a.m.
- Range Club Skeet Shoot, Smithfield,
12:30 p.m.
- Men’s Basketball vs. Weber State, 7
p.m.
- Sounds of the Stadium, Kent Concert
Hall, 7:30 p.m.
- Martha Graham Dance Company,
Ellen Eccles, 7:30 p.m.
- Poetry and a Beverage, TSC, 9 p.m.

Monday

Nov. 15
- Women’s Basketball at North
Dakota State, 6 p.m.
- Women’s Volleyball at Louisiana
Tech, 6 p.m.
- Guitar Ensembles, Performance
Hall, 7:30 p.m.
- Cache Symphony Orchestra, Kent
Concert Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Drop dates

You need to know....

The Registrar’s office would like
to remind you of the following
dates: Nov. 15 is the Last Day to
submit petition for Late Drops,
and from Nov. 16-Dec. 17 no
dropping of classes permitted.
Priority Registration begins Nov.
15.

The HURD will be selling tickets
for the USU vs. BYU basketball
game starting at 8 am on Nov. 15
in the International Lounge. Ticket
includes bus ride and food. $15 for
HURD members, $20 otherwise.
Invisible Children documentary screening will be held in Old
Main 225 at 7 p.m. on Nov. 16. It
is free to attend. Invisible Children
merchandise will be sold. Come
learn about the war in Uganda and
what you can do to help.
Dive-In Movie! Nov. 12 from 69 p.m. at the Sports Academy, come
watch “How to Train your Dragon”
from the pool! If swimming’s not
your fancy, enjoy all the amenities
of the sports academy from working out to racquetball! There will
be food, a raffle, and plenty of fun.
Join us to help support the SEED
program and have a blast doing it!
Tickets are $4 in advance and $5 at
the door. All proceeds go to the USU
SEED Program.
The Cache Community Food
Pantry is in desperate need of both
food and cash donations for the
upcoming holiday season. Items
needed right now are traditional
Thanksgiving products such as
canned pumpkin, evaporated milk,
olives, and stuffing mix in addition to other staples that families
need throughout the year. On
Nov. 13 from 10-12. Cache County
Community Food Pantry is located
at 359 S. Main in Logan.
Aggie Special Olympics
Dodgeball tournement. All proceed will go towards the Special
Olympics team. The event will
be held in the HPER on Nov. 13.
Registration begins at 9 a.m. with
the games begining at 10 a.m. Prizes
will be raffled. For more info and
for pre registration go to dball2010.
com
Abstracts due on Nov. 15 for
CUR’s National Posters on the
Hill, which takes place in April,
2011. Submit through www.cur.org.

Turkey Trot

The TURKEY TROT 5/10K RUN
will take place Nov. 13 at 10 a.m.
Persons must register for either
the 5K or 10K distance. The start
and finish line is located at the
Southeast entrance to the HPER
building. Registration in person
at the USU HPER Service Desk 99:45 am. $5 with USU Student ID,
$10 without ID. Water and snacks
provided at finish line. Finalists
win a Turkey!

NFT fundraiser

There is a fundraiser for the
National Foundation for
Transplants (NFT) on Nov. 13,
2010 at 9 a.m. It is a 3 on 3 basketball tournament and anyone
is welcome to sign up! There is
a $30 per team fee. All proceeds
will go to NFT. T-shirt included!
Any other donations are welcome!
Sign ups will be on Nov. 3 - 5 in
the TSC all day.

Guitar Ensembles
Guitar Ensembles Nov. 15 at 7:30
p.m. in the Performance Hall. $5
general admission and free for
USU students with ID. The acoustic guitar ensembles will take the
audience on a musical world tour
– performing music from Ireland,
Spain, Russia, Chile, Argentina,
and the U.S.

International ed

International Education Week:
Study Abroad Photo Contest voting will take place Nov. 15 - 18
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the TSC
2nd floor in front of the ballroom.
Come vote for your favorites!

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

Strange Brew • Peter Deering

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com

